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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2016-17.13), projects of the directly
previous version (2016-17.12)
are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
[ ] Single-User
[x] Multi-User
are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
[x] Single-User
[ ] Multi-User
COM Registration
[x] the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)

The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.

Designer-15899
Designer-21245
Designer-21614
Designer-21930
Designer-23866
Designer-23950

Designer-24281
Designer-24979
Designer-25074
Designer-25576

Designer-26073
Designer-26129

Coordinate input ('P) useless when moving objects
Shield symbol partly hidden although other levels defined for the
shield in DBE
Dimensions can be added to objects hidden by levels
Texts from language database are not translated for HLA/LOC in
tree
Wrong pin assignment with feed-through connector's mating
connector
When defining prefix only, sheet is assigned an empty Product in
"Sheet Properties"; Function and Location are correctly entered as
<no entry>
No alternative grid with 'Place as Graphic' from within Database
window
Text contents of text type "Item designation" (#1062) not
displayed after importing subcircuit
When jumping to tree, focus remains on sheet instead of symbol in
tree
When opening a read-only file with E3.Viewer, the warning 'Project
has been opened in READ ONLY mode, you can't save any changes
to the existing project!' appears
Differing jump behavior between E3 and PDF when using text type
"Connection Target Format 1" (#1085) on a signal cross-reference
Text type "Device designation" (#32) on sheet is not displayed in
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Designer-26324

Designer-27226
Designer-27679
Designer-28211
Designer-28405
Designer-28682

Designer-28887
Designer-29049
Designer-29050
Designer-29089
Designer-29092

Designer-29123
Designer-29149

Designer-29170
Designer-29188
Designer-29190

Designer-29201

Designer-29211
Designer-29272
Designer-29283
Designer-29310

the Sheet Properties
The command 'Place at original position' doesn't work for attribute
text template symbols (it is always placed on the current cursor
position)
"Update in project" of a database assembly removes single
components from assembly (reason: component version)
Behavior of terminals with options/variants assignment at
sorting/numbering
Command 'Unconnect Delete Signal' doesn't delete the signal on
signal cross-reference symbols
MUADMINTOOL's "Sheet permissions" tab doesn't show projects in
subfolders
Wrong measurement unit setting within DBE leads to recalculation
of units for outer diameter and cross section when editing wire
groups
When switching the symbol characteristic, user-defined signals are
swapped without any query
The COM method 'Job.UpdateComponent' returns 1, even if the
component doesn't exist in the database
Depending on the monitor resolution tooltip is cut
Single conductors of a dynamic cable can't be deleted when this
cable represents the default variant within project
When an attribute is used as display name within the tree structure,
the list of connector pin terminals displays the attribute value from
the first component version instead of the current version
When the symbol type is changed during the symbol definition, a
'Grouped symbol for bundles' can be saved with a changeable oval
Placing an attribute text template symbol directly after changing
cable type generates a new device and causes the following
message 'E - CCID:001225: check_attribute_templates():
'CABLE_ITEM/[xxx]' contains CELL-ITEM 'CELL_ITEM/[xxx]' in the
attribute template list with different owner from itself'
Text type 'Reference to pin number' (#1070) doesn't show all bus
pins, only the first one
No ability to place models - 'W - Digitized point outside current
graphics window ignored !'
Text types "Connection Target device designation" (#1075) and
"Connection Target" (#1002) assigned to MIL symbols show own
device instead of the device of the connection target
"Display - Alternative text as component code" setting is reset upon
opening a project, if the value currently set is an attribute with
owner AOWN_COMP or AOWN_CABTYP as alternative component
code
No display of snap points for dimension when cable ducts or
mounting rails directly end on the edge of a mounting plate
Triggered script causes error message 'E - Error in function
hntext\find_celtxt(), ret = 1'
Refresh of symbols may lead to infinite loop
Not all connections are created in panel despite activated setting
"Route wire jumpers at the end"
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Designer-29312
Designer-29313
Designer-29314

Designer-29319
Designer-29345
Designer-29346
Designer-29351
Designer-29365
Designer-29367
Designer-29376
Designer-29397
Designer-29398
Designer-29400
Designer-29422
Designer-29427

Designer-29432
Designer-29433
Designer-29508
Designer-29521

Wire is renamed at import of sub-circuit to an empty project when
the setting 'Create unique names' is active
After deletion of cables/hoses/tubes from database, the attributes
remain existing with "conductors" in the DB
Instead of ''Delete Forced'', the command ''Delete'' appears at
dynamic assemblies although a view of an assembly element is
placed (the assembly is also deleted with ''Purge Unused
Objects...'').
No ability to select Windows group for E3MUADMIN at MU-Setup
Variant definition is not accepted on connection line within view
Component names may not be listed at search within the database
tree with an SQLDB
Wire name is not updated at change of partial signal although it is
an element of the wire name
Elements within overbraids containing variants/options are not
deactivated
COM-Call: "Device.GetValidComponentCodes" doesn't return any
items for cables
No ability to create a new MU project when access to the model DB
occurs simultaneously
Multiuser 2016: Despite the result of trigger "BeforCheckOutSheet'',
the sheet can be opened and edited by double-clicking
Components/symbols/models without names can be created with
'F2' ind database tree - stored in dabase may cause problems
E3.ReportScripts: PLC-Address Management - Column N (Pin Id) is
not included in sort
When moving a model, other models are also moved for no
apparent reason
Editing a signal attribute value via "F2" on attribute text template
symbol is not possible with attribute owner "signal" resp. creates
net attribute with owners "signal,net"
Programs do not recognize that they don't run under operating
system Windows Server 2008 SP2 correctly - now correct checking
Fields in Project window's tree view (Sheet tree) are not displayed if
schematic type "Electric" is not selected for the tree view
Some specific projects cannot be opened in E3 version 2015/2016
The COM function 'Sht.CheckOut()' returns an incorrect value
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